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Chapter 191 No Girl Would Like Him

Although Trevor still couldn’t figure out how Luisa felt about him, he
definitely liked her in his heart. Gritting his teeth, he thought, ‘Forget
about it. What am | afraid of? There is nothing to lose even if I fail!”

With that thought in mind, Trevor held the roses in his hand and walked
towards the dressing room which was not far away.

Today, a classroom was used as the dressing room temporarily.

When Trevor got there, he found that there was already a long line at the
door.

Several rich young men who were dressed well were waiting at the door
with a large bunch of roses in their hands.

Every girl who passed by the place looked at them with their eyes filled
with curiosity.

In contrast to everyone, Trevor looked much shabby.

At that time, a rich young man who leaned against the wall said with a
grin on his face, “Hey, against the wall said with a grin on his face, “Hey,
you poor newcomer, I think you are at the wrong place. Take a look at
yourself. You didn’t even change your clothes. No girl will like you!” 1

His words attracted the attention of many other rich young men around
and all of them started laughing at Trevor.

“Mr. Lambert. Don’t be so mean. Maybe he is here to sell some

flowers.”



“Ha-ha, I don’t think he is here to sell flowers either. I mean there is
only a bunch of roses in his hands. Vance, I’m afraid you got it all

wrong.”
“Ladies, do you think any girl would like this loser?” Hearing it, all the
girls laughed loudly and one of them mocked, “A poor loser like him

doesn’t need to be looked at. I mean no girl is blind enough to fall in love
with him!”

Hearing all the insults, Trevor became really angry. These people must
have nothing to do in their lives.

That was why they always tried to find chances to insult others in order
to show their superiority. Without saying anything, Trevor stared coldly
at Mr. Lambert, who was the first to mock him. Because of the cold look
on Trevor’s face,Mr. Lambert spat and shouted with contempt, “Why are

you staring at me like that, poor loser? Do you think I will be afraid of

you? If you think you have the ability, why don’t you find a girl to be
your girlfriend?”

The one who insulted him was Cary Lambert, a typical trust fund baby.
His family owned several clothing companies.

After saying that, Cary looked around with a playful look on his face. He
looked as if he was searching for a girl who would like Trevor.

His action caused an even more intense sneer around.

Seeing his action, a bold girl leaned against Cary and fiddled with his
chest with her fingers while saying, “Ha-ha, you are so funny, Mr.
Lambert. How about I become your girlfriend?”



Casting a glance at Trevor, the girl frowned indisgust and said, “In my
opinion, how can a bumpkin like him find a girlfriend? To be honest, I
can’t even bear to look at him. You should drive him away as soon as

possible.”

It wasn’t the first time that Trevor was insulted like that, so he wasn’t
even interested in arguing with her. 2

He would never like a girl who didn’t even respect herself, let alone
others.

Therefore, he didn’t care whether she liked him or not.

Although Trevor didn’t respond, that didn’t mean that no one wouldn’t
reply on his behalf.

Not long after the girl on the other side finished saying, another woman’s
voice sounded from behind, “Who says no girl would want to be his

girlfriend? I’m willing to be Trevor’s girlfriend.” Hearing the voice, the
crowd turned to look at the direction the voice came from.

They were shocked to find a beautiful girl dressed in a sexy Breton Top
who was pushing through the crowd.

The black stockings wrapped around her plump thighs slightly.

In fact, she was like a magnet that could attract every boy’s attention.

Seeing her, Cary’s eyes almost popped out!

Truth be told, the girl who just seduced him was nothing compared with

her.



However, Trevor wasn’t thrilled as he already knew the owner of the

voice.

With a bitter smile on his face, he turned around.
Sure enough, it was none other than Aggy! 2
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Chapter 192 Misunderstandings

Being the president of the student union, Aggy was absolutely popular
among the students in the school. Because of the words she just said, the
group of rich young men were completely stunned. What on earth was

going on right now?

How could someone as beautiful and outstanding as Aggy fall in love
with a poor guy?

Not believing what they just saw, they rubbed their eyes.

However, when they looked again and saw Aggy’s face clearly, they
could do nothing but sigh. Originally, their eyes were filled with disdain
and now they were filled with jealousy as they looked at Trevor.

The most surprising thing was that Aggy even leaned the poor guy’s arm
intimately!

Flipping her hair, Aggy took the flowers from Trevor’s hand shyly and

said, “Thank you for the roses, Trevor. I like them very much.”

In fact, she decided to look for Trevor by herself when Trevor didn’t
return to his seat after going to the bathroom for a long time. Then, she
saw the commotion in front of the door of the dressing room and came
over.



When Aggy saw the beautiful roses in Trevor’s
hand, she was so happy!

Believing that she had successfully hooked up with this low-key rich man
with her charm, Aggy thought, ‘Humph, I didn’t expect that you would
be good at pleasing girls, Trevor. 1

Damn…you are so romantic.’

The truth was, after everything that had happened in the Hilton Hotel,
Aggy had some doubts about Trevor’s identity.

In the dressing room, Luisa was one of the dancers of the evening party
and she was fixing her makeup.

When she heard the noise from the outside, Luisa walked out curiously.

As soon as she walked to the door, she heard from the girls at the door

that a poor guy named Trevor was going to confess his love to a girl from
the student union.

Hearing it, a thought popped up in her mind as she thought, ‘Is Trevor
here to look for me? He is confessing his love? Is he…”

When Luisa thought about it, she felt her heart beating faster.

Then, she took a deep breath and walked out. Squeezing herself through
the crowd, she looked for Trevor anxiously.

The moment she finally saw Trevor, her heart filled with joy as she
thought, ‘Oh my god! Trevor is really standing there with roses.’ 3

However, the next second, she saw that



Aggy, her friend, was standing in front of Trevor. Seeing the scene, her
heart sank suddenly.

The disappointment she was feeling overwhelmed the joy in her heart.

‘Does Trevor have a crush on Aggy this whole time? Does he never like

me like I thought?’ «

Thinking about it, her eyes turned red and tears welled up in an instant.

Looking at Trevor and Aggy in the middle of the crowd, Luisa felt as if
the whole world had betrayed her at this moment. :

In the middle of the crowd, Trevor was stunned. Aggy smelled the
fragrance of the flowers and smiled sweetly while saying, “Trevor, I’m
willing to be your girlfriend!”

Of course, Trevor was confused to hear her words. The roses in his hand
were taken away by Aggy like that. 4

Not knowing what to do, his scalp began to tingle. Furrowing his
eyebrows, he thought, ‘What on earth are you saying? I am not

confessing my love to you.’

At that time, Trevor became scared as he saw Luisa in the crowd.

When he saw her, Luisa was shocked and her eyes were red while
looking at him.

Shaking her head sadly, Luisa pursed her lips as her face turned pale.
After that, she simply turned around and left the place quickly. 2



The way her shoulders shook while walking told Trevor that she was
crying.

Looking at her retreating figure, Trevor was anxious.

Immediately, Trevor tried to catch up with her when his arm was held by

someone. 2
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Chapter 193 Her Own Wishful Thinking

Aggy’s eyebrows were curved as she leaned against him and said, “Let’s
go back to our seats. The performance is about to start.”

“Actually, Aggy.. God.”

Not knowing what to do, Trevor felt a little helpless. He wanted to
explain the matter clearly at once.

He was afraid that it would hurt Aggy’s self-esteem. After all, Aggy just
helped him get out of the embarrassing situation.

As the show was about to begin, no one was allowed to visit the dressing
room anymore. Therefore, Trevor had no choice but to stay in his seat
quietly and waited impatiently.

After some time, the last dance of the whole performance began.

Once the performance was announced, the audience broke into applause.

After that, Luisa slowly walked onto the stage and danced to the violin
music.



Dancing freely on the stage, Luisa looked like a beautiful white swan.

Looking at Luisa’s beautiful face, Trevor had mixed feelings.

At that moment, a lot of thoughts flashed through his mind.

“Will an excellent girl like her like me? What if she dislikes me? 1

Did what happened just know cause her to
misunderstand me? What if she left because she

didn’t want to talk to me anymore?’

Once the show was over, Trevor couldn’t handle anymore. Immediately,
he leapt up from his seat and ran out.

When he went to the backstage to find Luisa, he found that Luisa had
already disappeared. Therefore, he had no choice but to rush to the girls’
dormitory. When he arrived, he found from Luisa’s roommate that she

packed her luggage and went home.

In an instant, Trevor rushed to the school gate again and took a few deep

breaths to calm himself. Out of the corner of his eyes, he saw Luisa’s

retreating figure around the corner.

Trevor shouted, “Please wait!” 1

He was trying to speed up when the chatting and laughing voices of
several girls sounded from the side.

Walking up to Trevor, Aggy said, “Oh, Trevor, you are here. Let’s have
some snacks together.”

He didn’t expect that he would run into Aggy here again since they had
parted their ways not long ago.



As he was really in a hurry, he explained quickly, “Aggy, to be honest,
about our matter…”

Trevor was about to apologize to her about what happened.

However, before he could finish his words, Aggy let out a humph and
interrupted, “You are so annoying. I’m so embarrassed because my

friends are around.”

While speaking, she leaned her body towards Trevor and firmly took
Trevor’s hands with her hands.

In a short time, those girls gathered around and discussed heatedly.

“Aggy, didn’t you and Trevor… What happened with you guys?”

“Girls, the atmosphere is so romantic!”

“I know right! All of you missed a good show just now,” one of the girls

shouted excitedly.

Hearing it, the other girls around them started chanting, “Kiss! Kiss!”

Because of the chanting voices of the girls, Aggy looked complacent.

When Trevor was poor, she didn’t like him.

Now that Trevor was a low-key rich man, how could she refuse him?

Even if his identity changed, he was still infatuated with her and she still
won his heart in the end. Looking at him affectionately, Aggy batted her
eyelashes and said, “Trevor, make it clear. Were you really going to

confess your love to me just now?”



At the moment, Trevor was extremely anxious. If he continued to talk to
Aggy, he was definitely going to miss Luisa!

Gritting his teeth, Trevor said, “Aggy, you misunderstood me. I really
didn’t mean to confess my love to you. It’s just a misunderstanding!” +

Chapter 194 What Are You Doing In Our House

“Okay. I’m willing to…”

Aggy trailed off mid-sentence. It was not until she uttered these words did she
realize that something was wrong.

How could Trevor say that he did not confess his love to her?

At first, she was stunned. And then, she was enraged.

Aggy’s chest heaved violently, and her body trembled in rage. She felt so
humiliated.

Slap!

She slapped Trevor across the face. She had never felt so resentful in her life
than she was now.

Her charm should have allured him. However, he flat-out said that he was not
interested in her. How could that be? ;

Livid, she stared daggers at Trevor. Then, with a huff, she turned around and left.

The girls who had screamed called Trevor names before chasing after their
friend.

“We have nothing to talk about. I’m tired. I’m going home to rest. If you bother
me again, I will block you.”

Luisa hung up the call after saying that.

Trevor could not help but laugh sardonically. Judging from the tone of Luisa’s
voice, she was not joking, so he did not dare to call her again.

He decided to go to her house tomorrow morning and apologize in person.

With that, Trevor went back to the dormitory. He tossed and turned all night long,
unable to fall sleep.



The next morning, he could not wait to apologize to Luisa, so he went straight to
the bathroom to take a bath.

He did not have time to have breakfast. So after washing up, he drove straight to
the community where Luisa lived.

He parked his Bugatti next to a BMW and went upstairs.
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Chapter 195 Her Boyfriend

Sitting between the two of them, Howe Salazar raised his eyebrows and
asked warily, “Mr. and Mrs. Burke, who is this man?”

Hearing it, Keyla quickly took his hand and smiled at him. Then, she
turned to look at Trevor and said in disdain, “Well, he is just a poor
student, Howe. You don’t have to care about him at all. He is just a
classmate of Luisa in college.” 1

Hearing that Trevor was just a poor student who wasn’t a threat to him,
Howe casually combed his hair which was smeared with hair oil.

With a smile on his face, he said, “I knew it. That’s why you don’t seem
to be worried. You wanted to introduce Luisa to me as my girlfriend.
How can you also call another boy here?”

The Salazar’s family owned a large real estate company, named Kowkum
Real Estate.

Although it was nothing compared with the industry like Cloud
Technology Company, it was definitely a first-class enterprise in Jork!



At present, their company was the main cooperative company of the
Burke family. Plus, the cooperative project between the two accounted a
large part of the Burke family’s revenue.

In fact, he met Luisa by chance recently and fell in love with her at first
sight.

At that time, Howe instantly figured out Luisa’s identity and pursued her.

For Rodney and Keyla, they were so eager to firmly tie up with a big
company like the Kowkum Real Estate. Therefore, they immediately
called Howe to come and visit them.

Of course, Trevor’s heart sank when he heard that Howe was going to be
introduced as Luisa’s boyfriend.

Looking at Luisa in a hurry, Trevor thought, ‘Did Luisa agree to Howe’s
request then?’

However, Luisa turned her head angrily as she ignored Trevor.

Fortunately for Trevor, Luisa didn’t show any sort of intimacy towards

Howe. Instead, she twisted her waist and sat on the sofa farthest away
from him.

Seeing the interaction, Trevor breathed a sigh of relief.

Putting the fruits he had brought along the way on the table, Trevor
smiled and said, “It’s dry recently, so I bought some fruits.”

When Luisa’s parents saw the gift, they didn’t say anything to kick him
out.



With anticipation, Keyla picked up some fruits. After all, Trevor brought
ruby grapes from Rome last time.

However, her face darkened with dissatisfaction when she found that
there were only some ordinary fruits in the bag.

Staring at the fruits all over the table, Howe couldn’t help but sneer and
said, “Hey, boy, do you always visit others with this kind of shabby gifts
all the time?” 1

After that, he pointed at the gold watch and the diamond necklace on the
table while saying with a smirk, “These are the gifts I just gave to Mr.
and Mrs. Burke. Each of them is worth more than ten thousand dollars.”

Hearing it, Keyla took this as an opportunity to express her
dissatisfaction as she said, “Ha-ha, Mr. Salazar, how can you compare

yourself with Trevor?

It’s not easy for him to save money from his living expenses just to buy
some fruits. I can bet he came here by bus.”

Obviously, Trevor felt a little helpless right now. As he had come really
in a hurry to explain to Luisa, he only thought about bringing some gifts
in a rush.

When Howe saw that Trevor had nothing to say, he became even more
complacent. He laughed out loud and said, “Ha-ha, he must be living a
hard life. Unlike me, I even bought one of the top BMW Seven series just

recently.”

At that time Rodney, who was sitting next to them, said with admiration,
“That should cost about two million dollars. You are indeed Mr.
Salazar.”



Of course, he liked cars. After all, he was also a boss of a company.
However, he could only drive a Ford which was worth about two
hundred thousand dollars.

Being flattered, Howe smiled at him and said, “Mr. Burke, my car is
parked just downstairs. Let me show you.”

However, when he pushed open the balcony door and walked to the
guardrail, he couldn’t help but scream in excitement, “Damn it! There is
a Bugatti Chiron, the top luxury car!”

Obviously, Rodney was excited to hear that a luxury car appeared in his
community. He quickly stood up and said in excitement, “Where?
Where? Let me have a look too.”

Then the two of them looked at the expensive Bugatti while drooling!

Among everyone, Trevor was the only one who remained unmoved.

After all, it was his car and so, he could see it whenever he needed. There
was no need for him to look at it from afar while poking his head from
the railing.

On the other hand, his actions meant something else in Howe’s eyes.
Smiling playfully, he said,
“One of us has a clear thought about his future since he knows that he
can’t afford to drive a Bugatti in his life. That’s why he doesn’t have to
come over to have a look. In that way, he won’t have to feel envy and
annoyed, right?” 1
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Chapter 196 Is He Really A Rich Man



With the smug look on his face, Howe said, “Mr. Burke, Mrs. Burke,
since it’s almost lunch time, let me treat you at a big hotel.”

Looking at Trevor with provocation, Howe teased, “Trevor, if you want
to have lunch, you can join us too.”

A frown appeared on Trevor’s face as he glanced at Howe, feeling a little
impatient.

In his life, he had seen many rich men who liked to show off and so, he
didn’t want to talk to Howe at all!

However, when he saw the look of excitement on Rodney and Keyla’s

faces, he guessed that Luisa would be going with them too.

As Trevor wanted to explain to Luisa the thing that happened last night,
he had no reason to leave now. Therefore, he decided to follow them

silently. 1

Once they got downstairs, Howe appreciated the Bugatti when he got
closer to it. Then, he opened the door of his BMW and said, “Come on,
everyone, get into the car. But I don’t think there are enough seats in the
car. Can you take a taxi by yourself, Trevor?”

Shaking his head speechlessly, Trevor said lightly, “No, it is okay.”

As if she just heard a joke, Keyla rolled her eyes and laughed at Trevor.

“You are just a poor student, Trevor. Don’t act arrogant. I guess you are
going to take a bus again, right?”

Keyla was about to get into Howe’s BMW when she found that Trevor
walked straight to the Bugatti.



What happened next shocked them!

Trevor opened the door of the Bugatti! All of them couldn’t believe their

eyes.

At that time, she was about to get into the BMW. When she saw the

scene in front of her, she stopped in her tracks, her eyes wide in surprise.
The way she took the steps back from the BMW was somewhat funny.

Seeing her actions, Trevor couldn’t help but chuckle. However, he still
offered nicely, “Who wants to experience the Bugatti?”

As soon as he finished saying, both Rodney and Keyla walked over to
him eagerly!

In the blink of an eye, the two of them were seated in the driver’s and

passenger seats of the Bugatti. Of course, they would be fools if they
passed up such kind of opportunity.

Glaring at Trevor, Luisa was the last to approach the Bugatti.

Just in a few seconds, there was no one beside Howe. 1

He was so embarrassed that he stood rooted to the spot. In fact, he was so
stunned to react! What the hell! What on earth just happened? Was

Trevor really rich?

Since Trevor owned a Bugatti, Howe knew that it was going to be

difficult for him to win over Luisa. Meanwhile, in the Bugatti….

Rodney and Keyla were admiring the luxurious decoration of the car in
awe.



Obviously, their attitude towards Trevor changed drastically.

In an eager voice, Rodney asked, “Trevor, your car looks amazing. How
much does it cost?”

Standing beside the car, Luisa was sulking and remained silent.

When she heard her father’s question, she replied directly, “This isn’t
Trevor’s car. He just borrowed it from his friend!”

In an instant, the smile on Rodney’s face suddenly froze and he glared at
Trevor resentfully.

Curling her lips, Keyla murmured, “Rodney, I knew it. How could

Trevor afford this kind of good car?” Hearing her words, Trevor could
only smile bitterly. After all, Luisa’s parents always looked down upon
him.

If he told them that this Bugatti was his car, would
things become different?

Trevor quickly dismissed the thought as soon as it came.

If these two snobs found out about his real family background, it would
be more troublesome…When Howe heard that the Bugatti was borrowed,
he understood everything at once.

At that time, he despised Trevor even more. Gritting his teeth, he said
angrily, “What the hell! He scared the living daylights out of me.Well, it
seems that Trevor borrowed a car to show off. What a poor loser! As far
as I can remember, there is a car shop in Jork owned by a rich man that
offers this kind of service.”



Since there were only two seats in the Bugatti, not everyone could fit in
it.

Therefore, Rodney and Keyla got out of the Bugatti and went back to
Howe’s BMW.

On the contrary, Luisa glared at Trevor, and finally sat silently in the
passenger seat of the Bugatti, which made Trevor happy!
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Chapter 197 The Most Luxurious Private Room

Once everyone got into the car, Howe led the way. Soon, they arrived at
the door of a restaurant which looked low-key yet luxurious.

The moment Trevor saw the restaurant, a trace of surprise flashed
through his eyes which disappeared instantly as he kept calm on his face.
In fact, this Red Moon Restaurant was the property of the Sanderson
family. 2

Trevor recognized as his sister, Evie had already sent him e-mail which
included all the locations and profits of their shops in the commercial
street. He remembered that the Red Moon Restaurant was the most

profitable business in the commercial street.

The annual profit from it was over 100 million dollars which impressed

Trevor the most.

As soon as Rodney and Keyla got out of the car, they approached Howe
with flattering smiles on their faces.



Looking at the gate of the restaurant, Rodney flattered, “Howe, this
restaurant looks very high- end!”

Of course, Keyla was also satisfied. Glancing at Trevor, she mocked, “I
know right. I can’t believe some people even have the nerve to borrow a

luxurious car to show off!”

Now that Howe knew that Trevor borrowed the Bugatti, all the worries in
his heart disappeared without a trace.

What was more, his confidence came back because of his wealth and
superiority.

In order to redeem the embarrassment just now, Howe started boasting as
soon as he got out of the car. “Mr. Burke, Mrs. Burke, this Red Moon

Restaurant is the most high-end restaurant in Jork. It provides famous
cuisines to the members only. It’s not easy to book a table. It took me a
long time to make an reservation today.”

What Howe didn’t tell them was that he secretly used his father’s
membership card to treat them here this time.

In fact, it wasn’t easy to get the membership card of this restaurant.
Actually, Howe’s father would only invite the most important partners to
have a meal here, and he had never brought Howe here! Therefore,
Howe had been wanting to have a taste of the food here.

Just like Howe expected, Rodney and Keyla looked at him with their

eyes filled with admiration. With a smile on her face, Keyla flattered,
“Howe, I didn’t know that you would have such a wide circle of friends.
I feel so proud of you.”



After hearing it, Howe looked even more smug as he said, “At least I
don’t borrow someone’s car to show off!”

While talking, he even winked at Trevor as if he was mocking him
silently.

In other words, Howe was saying that only rich people could afford to
have meals in this restaurant and someone as poor as Trevor didn’t
deserve to come to this place at all!

Although Trevor was speechless, he wasn’t angry at all. Instead, he
chuckled in his heart as he thought, ‘Well, what an arrogant man. I hope
you can spend more money to create more profits for the Sanderson
family!”

Trevor had never invited others to have meals here before as he felt that
this restaurant was decorated extravagantly to cater to the rich. Therefore,
he thought it wasn’t suitable to invite his friends here.

At that time, Luisa looked a little embarrassed. No matter how angry she

was towards Trevor, she couldn’t bear to see her parents insulting Trevor.
To cut off the conversation, Luisa pushed her parents into the restaurant
in a hurry.

Once they entered the restaurant, the waiter welcomed them warmly and

led them to the second floor.

Trevor was following them when he bumped into the manager of the
restaurant at the stairs. Seeing the man, Trevor remembered that he was
the manager who visited him in the Willard Villa whose last name was
Flores.



Ansell Flores was excited and ecstatic to see his boss. He rushed towards
Trevor and greeted ina low voice, “Mr. Sanderson, are you here to
inspect the restaurant’s business?”

Shaking his head, Trevor said gently, “I am here to have lunch with my

friends and I want to keep a low profile, okay?”

Hearing his words, Ansell nodded his head as an idea was formed in his
head.

In fact, all the employees of the Sanderson family were warned that
Trevor wanted to keep his identity as a secret as he wanted to live an
ordinary life.

However, there were many ways to please the boss. As Ansell had been
in the business circle for many years, he was familiar with these kinds of
things.

Since they were speaking in a low voice, they didn’t attract the attention
of Luisa and the others. After all, everyone was busy admiring the
expensive decoration of the Red Moon Restaurant and constantly
exclaiming about the luxury and magnificence of it.

After sending Ansell away, Trevor went upstairs and followed them.

Actually, Trevor thought that he shouldn’t steal Howe’s limelight as he
wasn’t the one who invited the Burke family to have lunch here.

After following the waiter for two minutes, they arrived at the door of a
private room.

However, at that time, the waiter seemed to hear something from his

earphone and took them to the third floor.



When they got to the door of the room, the waiter said, “Sir, this is the
top private room of the restaurant.”

As the waiter pushed the door open, they were met with the interior
decoration which was as luxurious as a crystal palace!

With wide eyes, Howe said in astonishment, “But, I reserved a regular
private room…”
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Chapter 198 Take The Leftovers Away

With a smile on his face, the waiter said, “Sir, our manager specially
ordered that you are the most distinguished guests of our restaurant.
That’s why we help you change your private room to the best one.”

Originally, Howe had some doubts in his heart, but when he heard the
waiter’s words, he couldn’t help but feel a little proud.

He thought that it was because of his father’s prestige.

Then, he glanced at Trevor provocatively while thinking, ‘Poor loser,
today, I’ll let you know that there’s a huge gap between you and me!’

Not acknowledging Howe, Trevor simply raised his eyebrows.

Apparently, Ansell had upgraded the original room to the top room to

please Trevor.

When Trevor didn’t say anything, Howe ordered the dishes
complacently.



Not long after, the previous waiter came into the room followed by

several other waiters who were pushing the dining carts.

The waiter handed a bottle of red wine respectfully and said, “Ladies and
gentlemen, this is the red wine from Chateau Latour in 1990. We are

treating you this as a gift. Please enjoy.”

After hearing the waiter’s words, Rodney blurted out in surprise, “Red
wine from Chateau Latour? Really? It’s one of the top ten wineries in the

world. It is even more difficult to get wine made in 1990. As Rodney
had always loved drinking, he had a special preference for wine.

Taking the bottle from the waiter, he stared at it for a while before saying
excitedly, “It’s true. Ha- ha, we are going to drink a good wine today.”
Under the lead of the waiter, the dishes were served one after another.

Several other exquisite dishes were also served! After all the dishes were
served, the waiter said, “You are the most distinguished guests in our
restaurant. So, our manager specially ordered us to serve these dishes.
We will only charge cost for the dishes you originally ordered.When you

pay the bill later, we also prepared a special surprise for you.” 4

Hearing it, Rodney and Keyla looked at Howe with admiration.

Actually, their original plan was to test him. However, it seemed that he
had already proved that he was the best son-in-law in the world. Right
now, their only wish was to make Luisa Howe’s girlfriend in an instant.

Thinking about it, Keyla said enthusiastically, “Howe, we can enjoy
these kinds of delicious dishes only because of you.”

What they didn’t know was that Howe was confused about the situation.
+



He was thinking if his father really had this kind of prestige or not.

Seeing the eager gazes of Rodney and Keyla, all thoughts disappeared. At
that moment, he felt that he was going to become Luisa’s boyfriend!
With a smile on his face, Howe said, “You don’t have to thank me. Once
we become a family, I will take you here for lunch every day!”

Rodney and Keyla were ecstatic to hear these words. They were very
delighted.

Seeing these people chatting happily, Trevor was unhappy.

It was needless to say that the manager gave them this kind of special
treatment just for his sake! Nonetheless, Howe shamelessly took all the
credit! Shaking his head, Trevor thought, ‘Forget about it. It’d be better
for them to know nothing about the matter anyway.’ As these dishes were
served specially for him, Trevor thought it was reasonable for him to pick

up a few more food to eat.

In fact, Trevor didn’t even want to argue with them or get angry anymore

as he just wanted to taste the food.

When they finished eating, there were some leftovers on the table.

Pointing at the leftovers, Howe said, “Trevor, I bet you have never eaten
such good food in your life, right? Take these leftovers away. It’s all
yours.” 4 While speaking, his eyes were filled with mischief and
mockery.

“Is that enough? How about this? Every time I come here to eat and if

there are some leftovers, I will give all to you instead of feeding my dog.
Ha -ha.” 8
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The whole time, Trevor didn’t bother to argue with Howe because he
came here today just to resolve the misunderstanding with Luisa.

However, now that he was humiliated again and again, he couldn’t bear
it anymore no matter how kind he was.

Suppressing his anger, Trevor said in a low voice, “I’ll just wait for you
downstairs, Luisa.”

After saying that, Trevor simply stood up and left with a sullen look on
his face.

Before Luisa could react, Trevor was gone.

Seeing that Trevor left angrily, Luisa got nervous. Her anger towards him
had already faded away. After all, Trevor came to see her in a hurry
today. Didn’t that mean he still cared about her?

Did she really misunderstand him yesterday? Thinking of it, Luisa took
out her phone in a hurry. As soon as she turned on her phone, a new
message popped up.

To her surprise, it was from Trevor.

In the message, Trevor explained about what had happened last night in
detail.

Once they saw Trevor sitting at the tea table, their faces darkened.



Rodney and Keyla looked vigilant. In their opinion, Trevor was far worse
than Howe for their daughter.

Besides, as Luisa seemed to have a crush on this brat, they needed to be
on guard against him.

On the other hand, Luisa was overjoyed to see Trevor. If it weren’t for
her mother, who was holding her arm tightly, she would have rushed
towards Trevor to apologize.

With his eyes filled with contempt, Howe thought to himself, ‘Even
though you borrowed a Bugatti to impress Luisa’s parents, I’m sure they

like me more.’

The whole time, Howe acted extraordinarily arrogant while smiling
smugly.

However, when he saw Ansell standing beside the checkout counter, his
face changed as he immediately put on a flattering expression.

Being the competent assistant of the Sanderson family, the manager of
the restaurant was a famous figure in Jork.

Therefore, no one dared to offend him and Howe and his family weren’t

exception.

Moreover, since the manager treated them so well today, Howe thought
that he needed to show some respect for him.

Seeing Ansell, Howe rushed over to him and flattered with a complacent

smile on his face, “Thank you so much for serving us so many good
dishes today, Mr. Flores. | will definitely talk to my father about it once
I get back. I will come with him the next time to express my gratitude.”



Of course, he thought he was behaving decently and wisely.

Then Howe asked expectantly, “The waiter said before that there is a
special surprise for me. May I ask what kind of surprise is that? Can I

upgrade my membership card to a gold one?”

In fact, the restaurant was a high-end restaurant and only members could
eat here. The members were ranged from the lowest level which was

bronze to the highest level of diamond. Each level corresponded to their
status in Jork.

If he could upgrade his card to a gold card, it symbolized that his
family’s identity had improved and he could really become an
upper-classmember in Jork!

Hearing his question, Ansell raised his eyebrows and said with a sneer,
“Surprise?

Oh yes, I have prepared a big surprise for you! That is, your membership
card is disqualified and now you have to pay all the gifting wine and
dishes at the original price!”

What on earth was going on?

In an instant, Howe trembled in fear and asked, “Mr. Flores, I didn’t do
anything to offend you, did I? Is there any misunderstanding?”
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“That’s right. You didn’t offend me, but you offended my superior.”



Ansell cast a glance at Trevor and then stared at Howe with an intense
gaze.

Meanwhile, Howe was in utter shock.

He could not believe that what he had done was far worse than he had
thought. He even offended Ansell’s superior. How did that happen?

He was so terrified that he almost cried and peed in his pants. Not
knowing what to do, he decided to beg for mercy. “The food was given
to us for free. But now, you want me to pay for them? I’m sorry, but I
don’t have enough money to pay for it!” Trevor could not help but smile

when he saw the desperation in Howe’s eyes.

Meanwhile, Ansell had been stealing glances at Trevor. He must admit,
he was amused at what was happening.

Suddenly, he pointed at the tip of Howe’s nose and cunningly said,
“That’s easy. Since you can’t pay for it, stay and wash the dishes. You’ll
get 50 cents per dish. Since this meal costs two hundred thousand dollars,
you should work hard to settle your debt as soon as possible.” 2

As soon as Ansell finished speaking, several brawny security guards
rushed forward and seized Howe.

Howe got weak in the knees. This was the most unfortunate day in his
life.

Since washing a dish was worth 50 cents, it meant that he would have to
wash four hundred thousand dishes in total.

“Sir, is there any misunderstanding?”



Keyla asked in a hurry.

She and her husband Rodney were confused until now. They could not
understand how Howe would get into trouble like that.

Could it be that Howe did not have enough money to invite them for
lunch there?

“There’s no misunderstanding. Please leave now. I’m afraid that what is

happening is none of your business,” Ansell said with a sneer.

Keyla and Rodney exchanged a glance. As the waiters did not intend to
stop them, the two of them quickly took Luisa away.

They did not want to wash dishes with Howe. It would be humiliating.

Trevor had not said a word for quite a while now. He just smiled at
Ansell and followed the three out.

Meanwhile, Ansell was even more encouraged when he saw Trevor’s

smile. He laughed heartily and ordered, “Take this brat to the kitchen. I
want to watch him wash the dishes myselfl”

After leaving the Red Moon Restaurant, Trevor drove Luisa back in his
car. Meanwhile, Rodney and his wife took a taxi home.

Thirty minutes later, Trevor and Luisa arrived at the Burke family’s
house. 1

The atmosphere was a little awkward between them as they were alone in
the car with nothing to talk about.

After two minutes of silence, Luisa could not take it anymore. She
cleared her throat and broke the ice. “I just saw the message you sent.”



She looked Trevor in the eye and sincerely said, “I’m sorry. I
misunderstood you. Do you hate me?” Her voice faltered as guilt surged

all over her. Trevor was pleased to hear this. “It’s okay. Besides, how
can I hate you?”

With that, he explained everything without holding back. He was
relieved that the truth was finally out.

Luisa’s ears turned red in shame _ and embarrassment. “Let’s talk about
it tomorrow.” Without waiting for Trevor’s reply, she got out of the car
and ran as fast as she could.

Her behavior confused Trevor, but he was happy. But then again, when
he remembered what had happened in the past two days, he still felt
uneasy. He had mustered his courage to express his love. However, he
never thought that a lot would happen after that.

It was quite difficult for him to clear up the misunderstanding.
Fortunately, everything was good now.

However, Trevor could not help but wonder, ‘Should I be more cautious
around Luisa from now on?’

He was afraid that if he made a mistake, he and Luisa would not be
friends anymore. Let alone lovers.
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